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We study the sodium-iridates model on the honeycomb lattice with both BCS pairing potential and Hubbard
interaction term. It is shown that this model can be exactly solved with appropriate choices of amplitude of
pairing gaps, where the interacting terms are transformed to external field terms. The band structures of these
exact solutions on both torus and cylinder geometry are discussed in great details. It is found that the ground
state assumes an anti-ferromagnetic configuration, which breaks the time reversal symmetry spontaneously and
renders the superconductor topologically trivial. On the other hand, the nontrivial topology is preserved with
ferromagnetic configuration and can be characterized by the isospin Chern number.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological quantum matters have been a central topic in
the area of condensed matter physics for the last decade1,2.
The topology of gapped non-interacting fermionic systems
has been classified according to three types of discrete sym-
metries, which leads to the famous ten-fold way classification
scheme3,4. The scheme has also been generalized and applied
to systems with gapless dispersion and spatial symmetries5.
On the other hand, the topological properties of interacting
fermionic systems have always been intriguing topics, espe-
cially in the strongly correlated limit. For example, the pi-
oneer works of Kitaev and coworkers showed that the Hub-
bard interaction can reduce the Z classification of topological
superconductors to a finite group such as Z86–8. More gen-
eral considerations of interacting fermionic systems lead to
the concept of symmetry protected topological state9, which
is still under active study.
In some recent works10–16, it is proposed that certain BCS
superconductor with Hubbard interactions can be exactly
solved when the amplitude of pairing potentials are tuned to
be equal to the hopping constants, i.e. along a symmetric line
in the parameter space. This type of exact solution opens up
a new approach to study the topological superconductors with
arbitrary interaction strength. The mechanism behind these
exact solutions strongly resembles the exact solution of Ki-
taev spin liquid model on the Honeycomb lattice17. When
the BCS model is expressed in terms of Majorana fermions,
half of them has zero kinetic term along the symmetric line.
This gives rise to infinitely many conserved quantities and
also transforms the Hubbard interacting terms into simple
quadratic terms of fermions. In Ref.16, Ezawa carried out a
detailed study of the BCS superconductor based on the Kane-
Mele model with Hubbard interaction. It is known that Kane-
Mele model is proposed for graphene, which does not has
strong enough spin orbital coupling to become topologically
nontrivial. In this paper, we propose the topological super-
conductor based on the sodium-iridate model18,19, which pos-
sesses a stronger spin orbital coupling. This model can also be
exactly solved along the symmetric line when Hubbard inter-
acting terms are considered. It will enrich the family of such
exactly solvable models and provide a valuable alternative for
exploring the nontrivial topology in these interacting systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the model Hamiltonian and discuss its symmetry and
topological classification. We also propose a possible experi-
mental construction of the system. Then in Sec. III, the non-
interacting limit is examined in detail. The band structures are
displayed in both torus and cylinder geometry. The isospin
Chern number is computed to confirm the bulk-edge corre-
spondence in this model. With the help of isospin Chern num-
ber, we also obtain the phase diagram. Next we introduce the
on-site Hubbard interactions and reveal the exact solvability
in Sec. IV. By expressing the fermions in terms of Majorana
fermions under the perfect flat band condition, we demon-
strate that one of the species of the Majorana fermions is de-
coupled, which makes the interacting terms quadratic. We
analyze the band structure and topological properties of the
exact solution in two special configurations. Finally we make
a conclusion in Sec. V. We will use the convention of h¯= 1 in
the rest of this paper.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
The model Hamiltonian focused in this work consists of
three terms,
H = HSI+Hpair+Hint, (1)
where HSI describes the hopping terms with spin-orbital cou-
pling (SOC) of the sodium-iridate (SI) type18,19, Hpair de-
scribes the BCS pairing terms, and Hint contains the on-site
Hubbard interactions. Explicitly, we have
HSI =− t ∑
〈i j〉s
c†isc js+ i
λ√
3 ∑〈〈i j〉〉α ss′
vi jc
†
isσ
α
ss′c js′ , (2a)
Hpair =−∆1 ∑
〈i j〉s
c†isc
†
js+ i
∆2√
3 ∑〈〈i j〉〉α ss′
vi jc
†
isσ
α
ss′c
†
js′ +H.c. ,
(2b)
Hint =U∑
j
(
c†j↑c j↑−
1
2
)(
c†j↓c j↓−
1
2
)
, (2c)
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Figure 1. Upper panel: The plus (minus) signs of superconducting
pairing between the nearest neighbor sites are shown by the forward
(backward) direction of the arrows. Lower panels: The anisotropic
pairing term between the next nearest neighbor sites for sublattices
are shown by solid and dashed lines with labels.
where c†js and c js are electron creation and annihilation opera-
tors at site j with spin polarization s, and 〈i j〉 and 〈〈i j〉〉 repre-
sent the nearest and next-nearest-neighbor sites respectively.
The first term in HSI is the usual nearest-neighbor hopping
with kinetic energy, and the second term is the anisotropic
SOC, which involves three different Pauli matrices σα (α =
x,y,z) for three inequivalent next-nearest-neighbor hopping
(NNNH) directions. See Figure 1. The sign vi j = +1 if the
NNNH is anticlockwise with respect to the positive direction
of z axis, and vi j = −1 if clockwise. λ is the SOC strength.
For the superconducting pairing terms, we follow the conven-
tion in Ref.16. ∆1,2 are pairing gaps, and U is the on-site Hub-
bard interaction strength.
We make some remarks on the realization of the model
Hamiltonian. The prototype is the SI, a 5d transition metal ox-
ide proposed as a layered correlated QSH insulator18. When
the electron-electron interaction is not too strong, the SI be-
comes an interacting topological insulator19,20. Recent study
shows that spin-triplet f -wave pairing can be induced when
certain doping is made21. On the other hand, due to the su-
perconducting proximity, artificial topological superconduc-
tivity can be realized in superconductor-topological insulator
heterostructure22–27. Therefore, we can consider a bilayer van
der Waals heterostructure with the upper layer being the un-
doped SI with Hubbard interaction, and the lower layer be-
ing the doped topological superconductor. This will induce
the BCS pairing term we want as a result of superconducting
proximity. Then we could arrive at an effective Hamiltonian
as shown in Eq. (1) for the upper layer.
Let us now briefly study the symmetry of the model Hamil-
tonian. Particle hole transformation C is a unitary trans-
formation that recombines creation and annihilation opera-
tors of fermion, and the operators transforms as Cc†jsC−1 =
(−1) jc js,Cc jsC−1 = (−1) jc†js, where the sign (−1) j is
+1(−1) for sublattice A(B) of site j5,28. One can easily check
that Eq. (1) is invariant under such a transformation, thus it has
particle hole symmetry (PHS). Time reversal transformation
T is another discrete operation acting on the fermion opera-
tors. For spinful systems it reads T = iσ yK, where K denotes
the complex conjugation, and T 2 = −1. It is known that the
SI model Hamiltonian, as a bond-dependent generalization of
Kane-Mele (KM) model, is a time reversal invariant Z2 topo-
logical insulator and belongs to the same universal class with
the KM model18. When the pairing term is taken into con-
sideration, the time reversal symmetry is unaffected. And we
will show that the interaction will not break the time reversal
symmetry in Sec. IV. Then such a system falls into class DIII
in the classification of topological quantum matter5.
III. NON-INTERACTING LIMIT: SI-BCS MODEL
First we investigate the non-interacting limit with U = 0. In
this case, the model can be called SI-BCS model. For conve-
nience, we will use the following notations. The basis vectors
are
a1 =
(
1
2
,
√
3
2
)
a, a2 =
(
−1
2
,
√
3
2
)
a, (3)
where a is the lattice constant and will be set as a unit, a = 1.
We label the vectors connecting the next-nearest neighbors as
d1 = a1,d2 =−a2, and d3 = a2−a1, we have
d1 =
(
1
2
,
√
3
2
,
)
, d2 =
(
1
2
,−
√
3
2
,
)
, d3 = (−1,0) .
On the other hand, the vectors along the bonds are
e1 =
(
−1
2
,
1
2
√
3
)
, e2 =
(
1
2
,
1
2
√
3
)
, e3 =
(
0,− 1√
3
)
.
These two sets of vectors are related by
d1 = e2− e3, d2 = e3− e1, d3 = e1− e2. (4)
The unit cells are located at n = ia1 + ja2. Adopting the
periodic-boundary condition (PBC), we can define the Fourier
transformation as
cn =
1√
LxLy
∑
k
ck exp(ik ·n), (5)
where the wave vector k = (kx,ky), so as to obtain an equiv-
alent Hamiltonian in momentum space. Here we would like
to point out that the SI model has both spin and sublattice
degrees of freedom. In the SI-BCS model, the paring terms
require us to put the particle and hole creation operators to-
gether to form a Nambu spinor as follows
Ψk = (ψk, ψ
†
k)
T (6)
ψk = (ck,A↑,ck,A↓,ck,B↑,ck,B↓)T (7)
3Therefore the final Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian of SI-
BCS model is a 8×8 matrix which can be written as
H =
 λGisi −tFs0 −∆2Gisi −∆1F
∗s0
−tF∗ −λGisi ∆1Fs0 −∆2Gisi
−∆2Gisi ∆1F∗ λGisi tF
−∆1Fs0 −∆2Gisi tF∗s0 −λGisi
 (8)
where the repeated indices means summation over i = 1,2,3
and si are Pauli matrices applying to the spin space and s0
are 2× 2 identity matrix. Here we have also introduced the
following abbreviations,
F =
3
∑
j=1
exp(ik · e j) = e−iky/
√
3+2eiky/(2
√
3) cos
kx
2
, (9)
G1 =
2√
3
sink ·d1 = sin
(kx
2
+
√
3ky
2
)
, (10)
G2 =
2√
3
sink ·d2 = sin
(kx
2
−
√
3ky
2
)
, (11)
G3 =
2√
3
sink ·d3 =−sinkx. (12)
It is convenient to expand the above Hamiltonian in terms of
the spinor basis. To this end, we define the following spinor
basis
Γabc = τa⊗σb⊗ sc (13)
Here the indices a,b,c = 0, · · · ,3. For i = 1,2,3 τi and σi are
also Pauli matrices applying to the Nambu pseudo-spin and
sublattice space, respectively. τ0 and σ0 are a 2 by 2 identity
matrix. Then the Hamiltonian can abbreviated as
H =−tRe(F)Γ310− tIm(F)Γ320
+∆1Re(F)Γ220−∆1Im(F)Γ210
+
3
∑
i=1
λGiΓ03i−
3
∑
i=1
∆2GiΓ10i (14)
in the last line the repeated indices are summed, and we find
the energy eigenvalues are
E(k) =±
√
(t±∆1)2 |F |2+(λ ±∆2)2∑
i
G2i (15)
The band gap closes at two inequivalent Dirac points K and
K′. In our basis choice, they are given by K = (4pi/3,0),(−2pi/3,±2pi/√3) and K′ = (−4pi/3,0), (2pi/3,±2pi/√3).
We notice that the perfect flat-band condition is satisfied when
t = ∆1 and λ = ∆2. Later on, we will show that the perfect flat
bands condition makes one half of the Majorana fermions de-
couple from the rest of the Hamiltonian and become localized
in the bulk. This in turn leads to an exact solution even if the
Hubbard interaction is also included.
In the following we mainly focus on the system with perfect
flat band. If the SOC is turned off, the system reduces to a
Dirac-nodal superconductor, which can be described by the
Graphene-BCS model, and the energy gap closed linearly at
the K and K′ point. The energy spectrum is obtained in both
torus and cylinder geometry, i.e., PBC is imposed in both x
Figure 2. Upper panel: Energy eigenvalues in momentum space for
U = 0, λ = 0 (left) and λ = t (right). Lower panels: Energy eigenval-
ues as a function of kx with open boundary in y direction for U = 0,
λ = 0 (left) and λ = t (right).
and y direction, or with open-boundary condition (OBC) in y
direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The upper panels shows the dispersions in the momentum
space, while the lower panels displays the energy spectrum as
a function of kx with open boundary in y direction. In these
momentum space plots, there are always four topologically
trivial zero-energy flat bands lying in the middle. In the left
two panels, the SOC and Hubbard interaction strength are all
set to be zero. Thus, we obtain a graphene-BCS model. In
the upper left panel, the two-fold degenerate Graphene-like
conduction bands and valence bands linearly touch with each
other at K and K′ points in the Brillouin zone. Correspond-
ingly, the lower left plots with open boundary in y direction
shows that the conduction band and valence band touch on the
line connecting the two inequivalent Dirac points. Therefore
it describes a nodal superconductor.
If the SOC is introduced, the Dirac fermions at K and K′
point obtain a mass, meanwhile an energy gap opens up. In
this case the model is described by SI-BCS Hamiltonian. In
the upper right panel, one can see that the two-fold degen-
erate conduction bands and valence bands are fully gapped
in the bulk. In the lower right panel with open boundary in
y direction, there are gapless helical edge states connecting
the valence and conduction bands, which indicates non-trivial
topological property of the model.
We now investigate the topological properties of the sys-
tem. The topological invariant describing class DIII topologi-
cal superconductors is the Z2 index5,28,29, or spin Chern num-
ber equivalently30–32. Making the Taylor expansion near the
4(+1,-1)
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Figure 3. Phase diagram. Different phases are labeled by isospin
Chern number (C+,σ ,C−,σ ). On the two critical lines, one of the
isospin Chern number becomes zero. The origin is a multi-critical
point.
K point, one gets the effective Hamiltonian
Hk =−ηvF kxΓ310− vF kyΓ320
+η∆˜1kxΓ220− ∆˜1kyΓ210
+λη∑
j
Γ03 j−∆2η∑
j
Γ10 j,
(16)
Here η = ±1 for K and K′ point respectively. For conve-
nience, we define vF =
√
3t/2 and ∆˜1 =
√
3∆1/2. Then we
can make the unitary transformation H˜s(k) = U−1HkU with
U = exp(ipi8Γ002)exp(ipi8Γ003). The resulting H˜s(k) is a block
diagonal matrix in the form,
H˜s(k) =

sηλ vF kη −sη∆2 ∆˜1kη
vF k∗η −sηλ −∆˜1k∗η −sη∆2
−sη∆2 −∆˜1kη sηλ −vF kη
∆˜1k∗η −sη∆2 −vF k∗η −sηλ
 (17)
Here kη = ηkx − iky. Now the energy eigenvalues for the
bands with sign ± are
E±(k) =
√
(1±∆1/t)2 v2F k2+(λ ±∆2)2.
The eigen-wavefunctions for the two valence bands are
|ψ±(k)〉=

sinα±(k)
−cosα±(k)eiηθ(k)
sinα±(k)
cosα±(k)eiηθ(k)
 , (18)
where 2α±(k) = arctan
√
3(t±∆1)k/2
sη(λ±∆2) and e
iηθ(k) =
(ηkx− iky)/k. The Berry connection is defined as
A±(k) =−i〈ψ±(k)|∇k |ψ±(k)〉 and the Berry curvature is
F±(k) =∇k×A±(k)
=
s(λ ±∆2)(1±∆1/t)v2F
2
[
(1±∆1/t)2 v2F k2+(λ ±∆2)2
]3/2 (19)
FM
AFM
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Figure 4. Comparison of ground state energy with AFM and FM
order. We chose λ = 0.4t.
Then the Chern number is the integral over the polar plane
C±,s =
∫
F±(k)d2k/2pi = 12 sgn [s(λ ±∆2)] (20)
with sgn(x) = limε→0 x/
√
x2+ ε2 bring the sign function. The
total Chern number and isospin Chern number for each band
is defined as
C± =C±,s+C±,s¯ (21a)
C±,σ =C±,s−C±,s¯ (21b)
The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3. As a result of time
reversal symmetry, the total Chern number is always zero. If
|λ | > |∆2|, the spin Chern number is 1 for both two bands,
which indicates the system is a helical topological supercon-
ductor. While if |λ |< |∆2|, the spin Chern number has oppo-
site spin Chern number, and the system turn out to be. And
we see that if the perfect flat band condition is satisfied, the
Chern number of the flat band is zero, and system is always
topological with nonzero λ .
IV. EXACT SOLUTION OF INTERACTING MODEL
ALONG SYMMETRIC LINES
In this section we show that the model above is exactly
solvable even with the Hubbard interaction being taken into
account. By introducing the Majorana fermion operators η
and γ for each sublattice site,
cn,Aσ =ηn,Aσ + iγn,Aσ , c†n,Aσ = ηn,Aσ − iγn,Aσ , (22a)
cn,Bσ =γn,Bσ + iηn,Bσ , c†n,Bσ = γn,Bσ − iηn,Bσ , (22b)
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
H = H1+H2+H3 (23)
5Figure 5. Band structure of the Graphene-BCS-Hubbard model with
AFM or FM order. The upper panel are the energy eigenvalues in mo-
mentum space and below are the corresponding spectra in nanorib-
bon geometry. The ground state is a full gapped superconductor. And
the lack of crossing edge states indicates topological triviality.
Figure 6. Band structure of SI-BCS-Hubbard model with AFM or
FM order. The upper panel are the energy eigenvalues in momentum
space and below are the corresponding spectra in nanoribbon geom-
etry.
with
H1 =2i ∑
〈i j〉s
(∆1+ t)γisγ js+(∆1− t)ηisη js, (24a)
H2 =
i
2
√
3 ∑〈〈i j〉〉α ss′
vi j (λ +∆2)γisσαss′γ js′+
vi j (λ −∆2)ηisσαss′η js′ , (24b)
H3 =U∑
i
(
2iηi↑γi↑
)(
2iηi↓γi↓
)
. (24c)
Notice that the commutation relations are{
ηm,Aα ,ηn,Bβ
}
=
{
γm,Aα ,γn,Bβ
}
=
1
2
δmnδABδαβ . (25)
By requiring the flat-band condition, t = ∆1 and λ = ∆2,
we immediately find that the η Majorana fermions disap-
pear in H1 and H2. To make it more clear, we can introduce
D j = 4iη j↑η j↓ since it commutes with H3 for all sites j, i.e. it
becomes a c-number. Then with the commutation relation in
Eq. (25) being taken into consideration, we find that D2j = 1
and hence D j = ±1. Finally, we arrive at the total Hamilto-
nian,
H =4it∑
〈i j〉
∑
σ
γiσ γ jσ +
iλ√
3 ∑〈〈i j〉〉α ss′
vi jγiασ
γ
αβ γ jβ
− iU∑
j
D j
(
γ j↑γ j↓
) (26)
The decouple of η Majorana fermions makes the original in-
teraction terms to be quadratic and thus Eq. (26) is exactly
solvable for any fixed set of D j, which serves as a background
Z2 gauge field. For a N-site system there are 2N choices of
the set D j, and the total Hilbert space is the direct product of
that of one Hamiltonian with certain D j’s configuration. Two
uniform configurations are of most interest. One is the ferro-
magnetic (FM) configuration with uniform D j = 1 for both of
the two sublattices A and B. Another is the antiferromagnetic
(AFM) configuration, in which the signs of D j’s are opposite
for the two sublattices. In the basis of Nambu spinor, H3 can
be written as
HFM =−U4 (Γ002−Γ132) , HAFM =−
U
4
(Γ032−Γ102) (27)
for the two particular orders. And the eigenvalues are
E2FM,± =t
2|F |2+λ 2
3
∑
j=1
G2j +
(
U
4
)2
±U
2
√
t2|F |2+λ 2G22 (28a)
E2AFM =t
2|F |2+λ 2
3
∑
j=1
G2j +
(
U
4
)2
+
λU
2
G2 (28b)
We see that for ferromagnetic order, the background D j splits
the energy bands for different isospin, while for the anti-
ferromagnetic order the bands remains to be two-fold degener-
ate. By using the arithmetic mean-root mean square inequality
∑
±
EFM,± 6
√
2∑
±
E2FM,± < 2EAFM
6we explicitly show that the AFM order has lower ground state
energy than that of FM order, then the ground state fall into
the Hilbert space of the Hamiltonians with AFM configura-
tion. Such a configuration does not satisfy the time rever-
sal symmetry, so the time reversal symmetry is spontaneously
broken.
We now study the band structure of the interacting topo-
logical superconductors with time reversal symmetry being
broken. When the SOC strength λ = 0, the model reduces
to the Graphene-BCS-Hubbard model. The energy band is
shown in Fig. 5. For the AFM case, the interactions can
be treated as a staggered potential on isospins and thus the
Graphene-like partial flat bands are moved away from zero en-
ergy but the isospin degeneracy is not affected. Such a system
is a full gapped superconductor. While for the FM case, the
isospin degeneracy is lifted, meanwhile the conduction and
valence bands touch with each other along a circle around the
K points. Such a system is a loop-nodal superconductor. Be-
cause of the absence of SOC, both above mentioned two cases
are topologically trivial.
Then we moved on to investigate the cases with SOC being
turned on. The results are shown in Figure 6. In the AFM case,
the presence of SOC makes the spin-up and spin-down con-
figurations in y direction inequivalent. And because of this,
the Hubbard interaction plays a role of gate voltage in y direc-
tion, which opens up a band gap and makes the two K valleys
imbalanced. Now the energy eigenvalues is not symmetric,
i.e. E(kx) 6= E(−kx), which is the consequence of the time
reversal symmetry breaking. While for the FM case the band
is symmetric.
Although the time reversal symmetry breaking makes the
Z2 index ill-defined, the isospin Chern number may be used
to describe the non-trivial topological properties. For the su-
perconductor with AFM order, the band gap will not close and
re-open again. This is ascribed to a quantum phase transition
into a trivial topological superconductor, just as described in
Refs.33,34. On the other hand, topological non-trivial phase
could survive in FM order35,36. To explore whether there are
some topological nontrivial phases in the FM order, we first
take a close look at the gap-closing condition. The necessary
condition for gap-closing is
sinkx = 0 , sin
(
1
2
kx±
√
3
2
ky
)
= 0
and we see that the SOC strength is not involved. At the mo-
mentum determined by the above equation, the requirement
of gap-closing leads to t|F |±U = 0 Therefore, we find that at
two special interaction strength U = 4t or U = 12t, the con-
duction and valence bands will touch with each other.
To further check that whether the gap-closing could induce
a topological transition, we numerically compute the Chern
numbers for the valence bands, and the result is shown in
Fig. 8. We see that the total Chern numbers are zero for
U/t < 4 or U/t > 12, while the isospin Chern numbers are
2, indicating the quantum spin Hall phase. Surprisingly, we
find that for 4 <U/t < 12, the total Chern number becomes
1, indicating the quantum anomalous Hall phase. To clarify
-2 π -π 0 π 2 π0
1
2
3
kx
E(k x)
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Figure 7. The band energy E with FM configuration as a function of
kx for U = 4t, U = 12t and ky = 0 and 2√3pi .
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Figure 8. The total Chern number and isospin Chern number of SI-
BCS-Hubbard model with FM configuration as a function of U/t.
the mystery, we reinvestigate the band structures and localized
edge states to see how the interaction term affects the topolog-
ical properties. We choose three points U/t = 0.8,5 and 13,
and the band structures together with corresponding localized
edge states are plotted in Fig. 9. Both edge states are taken in
gap from the valence bands with momentum kx = pi .
The three representative diagrams help us build a better un-
derstanding of the evolution of band structures under the inter-
action. Roughly speaking, the FM interaction term in Eq. (27)
can be regarded as a chemical potential or gate voltage in the
spin-y direction. When U/t < 4 the interaction strength is
weak and the degeneracy of two isospins are lifted. The two
edge states crossing at kx = pi connects two inequivalent valley
of two bands with different isospins. The system is in a quan-
tum spin Hall phase. With the interaction strength increasing
to 4 < U/t < 12, we can see that the bands are strongly in-
verted. The electrons become full polarized and results in the
quantum anomalous Hall phase. Finally, when the interac-
tion strength is so strong that the conduction band and valence
band with the same isospin are completed inverted. Therefore,
the quantum spin Hall phase is restored.
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Figure 9. The left column: Band structures of SI-BCS-Hubbard
model with FM order and cylinder geometry for U/t = 0.8,5,13.
The right column: The amplitudes of wave-function of the edge
states around kx = pi .
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have proposed a SI model on the hon-
eycomb lattice with both BCS pairing potential and Hubbard
interaction term to explore the nontrivial topology in an inter-
acting system. Due to the Hubbard interaction, the time rever-
sal symmetry is spontaneous symmetry broken. The ground
state of this model is a solution with anti-ferromagnetic con-
figuration. For the solution with ferromagnetic configuration,
nontrivial topology is found and characterized by the isospin
Chern number.
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